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Momentum as defined, is the speed of movement of a physical object or course of events.
Like many other concepts in physics, “momentum” is part of daily life. The common definition of momentum, however, unlike many other physics terms, is relatively consistent
with its scientific meaning. In terms of formula, momentum is equal to the product of
mass and velocity, and the greater the value of that product, the greater the momentum.
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About two weeks ago, we made the announcement that with the successful repeat order
from one of our clients in South Asia, Swiber has achieved its highest order book in our
corporate history. To repeat what our Group Chief Executive Officer and President Mr.
Francis Wong said: “We are delighted to have hit a new high watermark in our order book
since listing. Swiber has proven its mettle, securing and delivering larger and larger projects over the last few years. This latest contract win, a repeat from a major oil company,
is a testament to Swiber’s consistent excellent service, efficiency, commitment to safety
and timely deliveries, and is reflective of our customer’s confidence in our ability to deliver
to their challenging requirements…We intend to continue to actively bid for various oil &
gas projects. With a fleet of 12 construction vessels and 38 support vessels, Swiber is more
than ready to seize these opportunities.”
Swiber indeed is gaining momentum. And we need to be ready and equipped to be able
to stay the course. As such, I ask for all of us to remain committed to the essence of CSI
– which is to continuously improve. As we are starting to see the physical changes in our
workplaces through the 6S activity, know that this is just the beginning of a journey towards operational excellence. The philosophy behind 6S provides the foundation that will
prepare us to further improve on our work processes. I ask for patience and resilience, as
there are no shortcuts to succeed in this endeavor. I ask for the humility to learn and accept changes for the better. I ask for openness and the willingness to share best practices.
I ask that we continuously improve even when no one is looking, even if it is just the small
things. Sometimes it is in the littlest of details that will make the big difference - that will
give us the competitive advantage.
In the recent culminating activity of the CSI TL/GL 8-day Training Course, I was amazed by
the energy and the maturity that was evident in all 17 graduates. Coming from different
business units and different managerial roles, they have shown what can be achieved
when we cast differences aside, and work as a team for a common goal. I am looking
forward for more transformations of this kind as we steadily improve – and keep the
momentum going.

LEANERS DIGEST

SPECIAL FEATURE

An example of this application would be in business. When a company sees a gain in
its industry standing through reputable branding, it wins more contracts or makes more
sales, and then it embarks on furthering more business ventures. The common observation from the outside would be that, this company has “gained momentum.” What this
means is that the company is on a roll—or to carry the comparison further, that it is doing
enough of the right things (thus gaining “mass”), and doing them quickly enough, thereby
gaining velocity.
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“I ask that we
continuously improve
even when no one is
looking, even if it is
just the small things.
Sometimes it is in the
littlest of details that will
make the big difference
- that will give us the
competitive advantage.”
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Swiber Clinches Offshore
Installation Contracts
Worth Approx. US$82 Million

Swiber’s Order Book Gathers Momentum to US$777 MILLION
Following Kreuz’s Contract Wins of Approx. US$25 MILLION
with an Option of US$10 MILLION
Swiber announced that its order book has gained momentum,
growing to US$777 million. This follows contracts awarded to
its offshore subsea diving subsidiary, Kreuz Holdings Limited
(“Kreuz” or together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) totalling approximately US$25 million, with a US$10 million option,
from a leading offshore construction company in the oil and gas
business located in the Middle East. This is the third consecutive quarter of growth in the Group’s order book, surpassing
Q2FY2011’s healthy orderbook of US$752
million, reflective of the strong momentum in the offshore exploration and development segment.
Swiber will be utilising its in-house fleet
of vessels to perform the full spectrum
of projects comprising subsea installation
works, which will commence in 3QFY2011
and is targeted to complete in 2QFY2012.
Said Mr. Francis Wong, Group Chief Executive Officer and President of Swiber,
“Swiber’s order book growth continues to accelerate as we establish Swiber as the pre-eminent offshore oil and gas services
provider in the Asia Pacific and Middle East. With our integrated service offerings and assets, Swiber is in a strong position to
capture these opportunities as they come. As a leading service
provider to the major oil and gas companies, our significant
vessel fleet gives us a distinct competitive advantage as we
have the flexibility to allocate our resources in an optimal manner while providing excellent, customised solutions to our end
customers.
“With our asset expansion largely completed, we now have a
strong fleet of 50 vessels to meet the increasing capex spend-

ing by global oil majors. We believe that this trend will persist
given the solid fundamentals of the oil and gas industry and
we will continue to balance our fundamentals with our growth
strategies.”
To date, the Group has secured new contract wins totalling
US$432 million in 2011. Swiber had secured on August 15,
an offshore installation contract worth approximately US$30
million for platform installation services in the region, from an oil major in
South Asia. This ensued three days after
Swiber secured contract wins worth approximately US$82 million from three oil
majors from Southeast Asia for pipeline
installation services in the region, including mobilisation of marine vessels, equipment, and personnel.
Prior to this, Swiber secured a contract
worth approximately US$109 million in
May 2011 from oil majors, for projects
in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam. These followed
soon
after the Group’s win in March 2011 of US$27 million charter
contracts for AHTS, flat top barges, construction barge and
other services in Southeast Asia from leading oil majors and
other oil and gas contractors. In same month, Swiber had also
secured a US$34 million contract for transportation, installation
and subsea works from an international major oil company in
Southeast Asia, and a notice of award for EPIC contract worth
approximately US$125 million from a leading oil and gas operator in South Asia for engineering, procurement, transportation
and installation of several pipelines.

Swiber Secures Offshore Installation Contract Worth Approx.
US$30 Million in Quick Succession
-‐ Another contract win in quick succession in less than three days
-‐ Takes Swiber’s outstanding orderbook to US$752 million, surpassing 1QFY2011
-‐ Strong momentum of the offshore exploration and development segment continues
Swiber announced that it has secured yet another consecutive
contract totaling approximately US$30 million in quick succession from an oil major from South Asia.
As a result, the Group’s order book has grown to US$752 million surpassing the US$720 million in 1QFY2011. For this latest
contract win, Swiber will perform platform installation services
in the region and will commence in 4QFY2011 with completion
targeted for 1QFY2012.

- Latest contract wins take Swiber’s outstanding orderbook to US$722 million
- Reflective of strong momentum of the offshore exploration and development segment
- Contract wins highlight Swiber’s leading industry position

To date, the Group has secured new contract wins totaling
US$407 million in 2011. Just three days earlier, Swiber, rooted in Southeast Asia and possessing a deep understanding
of the region, secured contract wins worth approximately
US$82 million from three oil major from Southeast Asia for
pipeline installation services in the region, including mobilisation of marine vessels, equipment, and personnel.
Mr. Wong continues, “Our rapid order wins in such a short
span of time is a testimony of the leading mind share that
Swiber enjoys with the major oil companies operating in the
region. This is a position that we take seriously and are working hard to continue to strengthen.”
Prior to this, the Group secured contract wins worth approximately US$109 million in May 2011 from oil majors, for projects in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam.
These followed soon after the Group’s win of a US$34 million
contract for transportation, installation and subsea works
from an international major oil company in Southeast Asia,
and a notice of award for EPIC contract worth approximately
US$125 million from a leading oil and gas operator in South
Asia for engineering, procurement, transportation and installation of several pipelines in March.

Swiber is winning new projects and beefing up its orderbook
in quick successions. The Group announced today that it has
secured three contracts totaling approximately US$82 million
from three oil majors from Southeast Asia.
For these contract wins, Swiber will perform pipeline installation services in the region,
including mobilisation of the requisite marine vessels, equipment, and personnel. All projects will commence immediately
with completion targeted for the second quarter of 2012.
Said Mr. Francis Wong, Group Chief Executive Officer and President of Swiber, “Swiber is heartened by the speedy pace at
which our projects pipeline is growing. Our ability to win new
contracts and deepen our relationships with the major oil and
gas companies attest to our leading position in the offshore oil
and gas market, and the level of expertise, quality, and professionalism we bring to all of our projects.”
Mr. Wong continues, “Southeast Asia offers tremendous opportunities for the offshore industry, as increasing exploration and
production activities generate a strong and growing demand for
EPIC work. Our orderbook, which now stands at US$722 million, will likely grow in tandem with Asia’s increasing energy demands.”
To date, the Group has secured new contract wins totaling
US$377 million in 2011. Swiber, rooted in Southeast Asia and
possessing a deep understanding of the region, had earlier
secured contract wins worth approximately US$109 million in
May 2011 from oil majors, for projects in Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand, and Vietnam. These came in quick succession
following the Group’s win of a US$34 million contract for transportation, installation and subsea works from an international
major oil company in Southeast Asia, and a notice of award
for EPIC contract worth approximately US$125 million from a
leading oil and gas operator in South Asia for engineering, procurement, transportation and installation of several pipelines in
March.

Said Mr. Francis Wong, Group Chief Executive Officer and President of Swiber, “Despite the volatility in the global financial
markets, we have seen our order momentum accelerated, as oil
companies continue to invest in capex.
We believe that this trend will persist given the structural
growth in demand for energy in Asia.”
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Swiber Achieves 9.4% Increase in Net Profit
To US$24.5 MILLION IN 1HFY2011

Swiber is 67th in Singapore’s Top 100 Brands

- Revenue rises 73.1% to US$331.2 million
- Strong orderbook of US$722.0 million,
expected to contribute to Group’s results over the next two years
- Cash and cash equivalents increases 32.4% to US$94.2 million as at June 30, 2011
Swiber reported that it has achieved a 9.4 % increase in
net profit to US$24.5 million for the six months ended June
30, 2011 (“1HFY2011”). This was on the back of a 73.1%
increase in revenue to US$331.2 million over the same period.
The topline surge in 1HFY2011 was driven by progressive
revenue recognition from offshore construction contracts
awarded to the Group since 1QFY2010, as work progressed, concentrated in the South Asia and Southeast Asia
region. Gross profit correspondingly increased by 23.1% to
US$51.1 million in 1HFY2011 from US$41.5
million in 1HFY2010. Gross profit margin, though at a
healthy level of 15.4% in 1HFY2011, was lower as compared to 21.7% in 1HFY2010 due to a deferred project in
South Asia which was completed in 1QFY2011.
Mainly in line with the revenue and gross profit growth,
the Group’s net profit rose 9.4% in 1HFY2011. Swiber also
saw higher other operating income arising from fair value
gains from convertible bonds and share of profit of associates and joint ventures from newly acquired associates
during the period under review. At the same time, in line
with business expansion, the Group incurred higher administrative expenses and finance costs, which had some
impact on bottomline.
Said Mr. Francis Wong, Group Chief Executive Officer and
President of Swiber, “Our orderbook remains robust at
US$722.0 million, with successive contract wins worth
approximately US$377.0 million for 2011 to date. These
were secured from oil majors for projects to be performed in Southeast Asia within the period of 2QFY2011
to 3QFY2012.
“The offshore exploration and development industry is
expected to increase in prominence in the near-term the
need to replace aging oilfield structures and the search for
new reserves.
“Our expansion is largely in place and with the right resources, a strong fleet of 50 young vessels and an experienced management team, we are well positioned to bid
for major contracts. At the same time, we will continue to
prudently manage our business operations and cost efficiencies and leverage on our strong track record.”
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For three straight years, Swiber has been consistently
carving its name among Singapore’s top 100 brands.
Ranked 67th this year, the Swiber brand is valued at
US79M with a brand rating of AA-.

Other Performance Review
For the three months ended June 30, 2011 (“2QFY2011”),
the Group achieved a 69.0% increase
in revenue to US$180.6 million as compared to US$106.8
million in the same corresponding
period (“2QFY2010”). Correspondingly, gross profit
climbed 12.8% to US$26.6 million from
US$23.6 million in 2QFY2010. Net profit was however
down 11.6% to US$12.6 million in 2QFY2011 mainly due to
lower other operating income arising from gain on disposal of assets held for sales of US$10.0 million recorded in
2QFY2010 and a 29.0% increase in administrative expenses to US$11.5 million as more employees were recruited
and overheads were incurred to support the Group’s business expansion.
For 2QFY2011, the Group reported gross profit and net
profit margins of 14.7% and 7.0% respectively.
The Group maintained a strong balance sheet with cash
and cash equivalents increasing 32.4% from US$71.1 million as at June 30, 2010 to US$94.2 million as at June 30,
2011.
Swiber’s basic earnings per share, based on its 2QFY2011
results, was 1.5 US cents from 2.7 US cents in 2QFY2010,
while net asset value per share rose to 68.4 US cents as at
June 30, 2011, from 64.4 US cents as at FY2010.
Growth Strategies & Outlook
The Group expects the momentum of the offshore exploration and development segment to continue. The Group
has built up its resources and a sizeable fleet in recent
years and will continue to focus on winning new contracts
from major oil and gas players.
Commenting on the momentum for 2011, Mr. Wong added: “With a good order book that is expected to contribute to the Group’s results over the next two years, coupled
with our strong market position and a conservative cost
structure, we expect to benefit from the positive outlook
of the offshore industry.”

Brand rating is defined as a summary opinion similar to
a credit rating on a brand based on its strength as measured by Brand Finance’s “Brand Strength Index.” It delivers insight into the underlying equity and performance
of each brand. They are important because they are a
leading indicator of future performance.

“Our brand defines our purpose and position
in the industry and and we are applying the
operational rigor necessary to substantiate
and make it real. A brand is not
a noun to promote but a verb
to be lived.”
- Mr. Francis Wong, Group CEO and President

Buoyed by this validation of the Swiber brand strength,
the company is far from resting on its laurels, as Swiber
is currently in the thick of cementing the operational
excellence to make these numbers count. With the integration of Continuous Swiber Improvement (CSI) philosophy, Swiber will be the first in the industry to go
into full-scale implementation of Kaizen and lean management. Through CSI, the whole Swiber ethos will be
focused on continuous improvement of processes in
project execution, engineering, supporting business processes and management to achieve more results with
less cost.

About Brand Finance Plc
Brand Finance is the world’s leading brand valuation
consultancy. They advise strongly branded organisations on how to maximise their value through the effective management of their brands and intangible
assets.
Founded in 1996, Brand Finance has performed thousands of branded business, brand and intangible asset
valuations worth trillions of dollars.
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HQ HappeninGS

The Sweet Stench of

Indulgence

Swiber GK Village Donors Reception
and Volunteers Briefing
On August 18, an audience numbering
close to 60 Swiberites convened at the
Captain’s Lounge to listen to updates of
the Swiber GK Village. Ms. Aileen Ong
and Ms. Rina Ananda, Chairman and
Centre Manager respectively of Gawad
Kalinga Hope Initiative were on hand to
give a comprehensive overview of GK
and its work. They gave a brief on what
is expected of a typical volunteer work
in building the homes in the village. On
it’s second month of construction since
the funds were transferred last June,
the Swiber GK village has now built 10
homes out of 22 and is starting construction on the Pre-school and Community Center. The target completion
date (with a cooperative weather) will
be by the end of November.

by GK founder Mr. Tony Meloto, to the
11 individual donors plus the SOC HSE
team for their generous contribution in
making the village a reality.
Each book was specially autographed
by Mr. Meloto himself. It shares the
inspiring story of his journey in realizing his dream of ending poverty in
his country; of how his passion for this
cause has impacted the lives of millions, not just for the recipients but for
the volunteers and donors as well. To
heed the call to give and make a difference - can really transforms lives.
Thank you once again to the Swiber
donors and to all who showed interest
in helping in the construction of the
Swiber GK Village.

Top: Ms. Rina
Ananda talks about
the Swiber village
Right: Mr. Raymond
Goh and Ms. Aileen
Ong presenting the
book to Mr. Jeam Wong

To cap the event, Mr. Raymond Goh
and Ms. Aileen Ong handed out books
entitled, ‘Builder of Dreams” written

Join us!

A team is ready to go for a weekend build on 29 – 31 October. If you
are interested to join, please email adora.macazo@swiber.com to request for more information.

Top left: First 10 houses that are 90% complete
Top Right: Community Center

Swiber Workshop & Dialogue
Session with Energy Underwriters

a)

The Swiber Insurance team in partnership with LCH and Marsh
conducted a workshop at the HQ auditorium on 18 August
2011.

b)

a) Standing L-R: Mr. Sanjay Anand, COO for SOC, Ms Serina Tan, Senior
Executive Director of LCH (S) Pte Ltd, Mr. Nitish Gupta, CEO for SOC and
Ms. Helen Hong Senior Manager Commercial and Insurance
Seated L-R: Mr R Athappan, Chief Executive Officer of First Capital Insurance Limited, Mr. A. V. Girija Kumar, Director & General Manager at National Insurance Co. Ltd. and Mr. Darren Yeo President and CEO Newcruz
b) L-R: Mr. Matthew Simmonds, Managing Director, Energy Practice,
Marsh (Singapore) Pte Ltd, Ms. Helen Hong, Ms Serina Tan, Mr. Joseph
Lonappan, Sr. Vice President, Energy Practice, Marsh India, Mr. Nitish
Gupta, Ms. Vicky Sarjeant, Asst. Vice President, Energy Practice, Marsh
(Singapore) Pte Ltd, and Mr. Mohit Kanthra, Vice President, Energy Practice, Marsh (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Mr. Sanjay Anand, COO for SOC addressed the attendees in his
opening speech where he stressed the importance of learning
from the presentation. Energy Underwriters Mr Mathew Simmonds, Mr Mohit Kanthra, Ms Vicky Sargeant of Marsh (Singapore) Pte Ltd and Mr. Azlan Lewis, Asia Energy Practice Claims
Leader, Marsh Malaysia were the guest speakers of the event.
They talked about risk management and went on to provide
Swiber employees a better understanding of the risks covered
under Construction All Risks Insurance including claims mitigation and claims handling processes.
A dinner reception sponsored by LCH followed at the Captain’s
lounge.

It started with an offhand chitchat about
durian and the next thing we know, our
events executive was sending out surveys
on who would be interested to join a durian
party!
Barely fifteen minutes after the email was
sent, a whopping 60 Swiberites have already registered and we were still counting. This unprecedented response can only
be attributed to the locals’ proclivity to the
dubbed “king of fruits” and we couldn’t be
happier! The impromptu party was scheduled the following day, 25 July. In the time it
took for this latest buzz to make the rounds
in the IBP headquarters, Dorcas has already
organized our first-ever Durian party!
At exactly 5:30pm, eager Swiberites convened at the loading bay which was the appointed venue for this gastronomic indulgence. The arrival of the delivery van was
heralded by the fruit’s unmistakeable fragrance which quickly permeated the whole
area.
A mix of durian’s more famous varieties
such as the mao shan wang, D24 and
hong xia were served. It was an enjoyable experience as everyone partook
of this shared favorite while those who
don’t eat, steered clear of the party for
very obvious reasons.
I never realized that eating durian with
the locals is not as straightforward as gobbling up the flesh and washing it down with

water like you do everything else. Instead,
you get reminded several times that it’s
very “heaty” ergo, you can’t eat too much...
okay, maybe just not this instance because
it’s a durian party after all...but you get the
idea.
You have to drink water mixed with salt because it helps cleanse your throat which I
also followed, right before I started eating
a couple more.
Someone has to hold up a husk under running water while you wash your hands from
the water sliding down the husk because it
will help lessen the “durian smell” which
defies reason, but I also followed nonetheless and found out that it actually worked!
In less than an hour, only the durian smell
which still hung thick in the air and the
neatly stacked bags of husks and seeds remained as the telling signs of the 100kgs
that everyone just feasted on!
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The Singapore Zoo: Ideal Place to Learn and Enjoy
My husband, my Baby and I enjoyed our Singapore
Zoo Visit as much as my other colleagues. There were
so many to see and hence the map is extremely important to direct us around the zoo as well as references
to the various feeding and show times. The shows are
all really good, fun, educational and supportive of the
fauna with lots of audience participation. You get the
feeling the animals are all enjoying themselves too.
Elephants of Asia - This is one of my favorite, to see
the largest land animal and is arguably a must visit at
the zoo. “Ele” means Arch and “Phant” means Huge.
Hence Elephant means Huge Arch. Further ahead
there is a tree house where the kiddos are game to
climb up the steep steps. Up in the tree house are
more fun facts about Elephants for the children to explore and learn. The Singapore Zoo owns more than
half a dozen Asian elephants, coming from countries
such as Sri Lanka, Thailand, India and Cambodia.
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Each day the elephants put on a playful exhibit titled
“Elephants At Work And Play”, which demonstrates
how the animals work in Asian logging camps, as well
as showcasing their more lovable, playful side. It also
displays the inimitable bond between the elephants
and their trainers (Mahouts). A mahout is a person
who drives an elephant. The word mahout comes
from the Hindi words mahaut and mahavat. Usually, a
mahout starts as a boy in the ‘family business’ when
he is assigned an elephant early in its life and they
would be attached to each other throughout the elephant’s life.
After the show, you can go on an Elephant ride, a feature that is unique to the Singapore Zoo, or have your
picture taken with the animals. Proceeds benefit the
zoo’s Wildlife Conservation Fund.

Cat Country - While it could easily be mistaken as a subset
of the Wild Africa’s thematic displays, Cat Country is mainly
dedicated to the family of cats.
The star attraction here are definitely the African lions with
one dominant male lion and 3-4 lionesses within the enclosure. In the wilderness, it is actually not uncommon to see
40 individuals in a group. The lion was at first sedentary but
then it suddenly moved about and let out a mighty roar
which immediately riveted everyone’s attention.
The zoo has quite an informative narration on how to differentiate cheetahs, leopards and jaguars. An interesting
bit of trivia I learned from our visit to the zoo is that the
jaguar and leopard spots aren’t really called spots, but “rosettes.” You can tell the difference between a leopard and
a jaguar by their rosettes. According to the Bluelion website, “Jaguar rosettes usually are darker, have thicker lines,
and enclose smaller spots. The leopard coat has smaller,
fainter rosettes in larger numbers. Leopard rosettes usually
don’t enclose spots”. Interesting? So next time you see a
trendy girl harping about her leopard print shoes, you can

say, “Darling, those are not leopard spots, they’re jaguar
rosettes...”. LOL!
Other interesting places in the zoo include the Reptile garden, Primate Kingdom, Critters Longhouse, Australian Outback and more.
Some part of the zoo were under renovation at that time
and they are adding a new exhibit called The River Safari
and the highlight will be the Giant Panda coming in 3rd half
of 2012. Me and my loved ones will come again next year
to see this for sure!
Buses came in the evening to pick up the workers and staff
from designated pick up points which officially put an end
to this really fun day.
This was just one of many more exciting events that Newcruz will be organizing and there will be more to come in
the future.
- Michelle Catapang
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SPECIAL FEATURE
“Information, knowledge,
experience are not for you to
keep in your back pocket but
to distribute to other people
and learn from them as well.
If you don’t share these, in
the end, it will still backfire on
you because you will not be
getting the right output from
your people. Information, by
sharing grows, you grow, and
the organization grows as well.”

Mr. Sanjay Anand is our Chief Operating Officer for SOC. A project-meister in the recondite field of planning,
financials, procurement, business development and project controls, he brings with him 29 years
experience in the oil and gas industry
“I feel that my familiarity with the industry, the clients, the
competitors, the experience and exposure to different processes in different companies, lessons learnt from difficult/
different situations etc collectively provide me with the edge
to select the best practices applicable consistent with organizational structure and management style.
He landed in the Middle East (Dubai) as a Senior Project
Engineer with McDermott and after a stint of experiences and
ME exposures moved to then Offshore Pipelines Incorporated’s newly set up operations in Bahrain. Sanjay considered
this period as one of the challenging times in his career as the
arduous task of laying the groundwork for their foray into
the Middle East fell on a new team but eventually became a
winning story, an excellent example of team work with highly
motivated team players focused on the outcome and success.
He found himself back in Mc Dermott when it acquired OPI
worldwide and Sanjay became heavily involved in estimating,
bidding and getting projects in new territories, taking on various roles in project execution on various projects and in varied
regions to become a Senior Project Manager and Operations
Director.
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“Securing/winning projects in our industry is not like the regular salesman’s job where you go to clients, enumerate all the
features of your product and that’s it, you either get a buy
in or you don’t! Way more than that, we have to align our
strengths with our clients and align our resources with their
requirements. It is an interactive process where we develop
our customer so he will recognize us as a potential strong partner that is reliable, professionally robust and with equal focus
on safety, quality, productivity and ethical standards.
The project execution is the dress-window through which the
customer views and interacts with us and thus the best sales
teams are no other than our Project Teams that are highly motivated and committed to Project Delivery in all respects viz.
on time, within budget, meeting required quality standards
alongside safe, efficient and ethical performance.“
Outwardly, Sanjay is the picture of a cool no-nonsense leader
but beneath this is a down to earth person whose door is always open and is ever mindful of conveying the right words
and actions with the innate panache of a diplomat.

”I’m the boss and this is the way to go”

is definitely NOT my style. Instead, I seek first to understand
the requirements of that particular group or person. If
someone comes to me with a question, obviously, he/she
doesn’t know the answer so I will help him/her to look at all
the options and select the best one to address the issue. I like
to engage people because I want them to take ownership of
what they do, analyze critically, and develop leadership and
to have accountability. What I dislike most is people assuming
that it is someone else’s scope or problem without making an
effort to verify or close the loop and people making incorrect
assumptions in isolation and not taking the lead to verify the
assumptions.
As do all leaders, Sanjay values hard work, commitment and
honesty. According to him, most workforce nowadays are so
called the Generation-Z, those who are reluctant to read and
even more reluctant to write (except emails). These types rely
heavily on tap-clicking with their computers when a direct and
personal interaction or some amount of research/analysis will
yield more sound results once you are clear about your requirement, the people involved and your deadline. “Even if
you cc the whole world on your email, it doesn’t mean that
you’ll get action, you’ll just feel like you will.”
He encourages people to always do the right thing even if
sometimes it seems to be the longer, trickier, and tedious way.
He values foresight. “Short-sighted decisions are easy to make
but in the long run, it can cause the company money. And
in the industry we are in, we are not just talking about thousands, but hundreds of thousands and even up to millions.”
Passionate about his work and generous with his knowledge,
Sanjay believes in providing people with the right tools. “A lot
of people feel that information and experience should be kept
to themselves for job security. Not so, because the more you
impart knowledge to others, the more they are empowered
to make better decisions and move. It means you are creating
a position for yourself to move somewhere up.
Information, knowledge, experience are not for you to keep in
your back pocket but to distribute to other people and learn
from them as well. If you don’t share these, in the end, it will
still backfire on you because you will not be getting the right
output from your people. Information, by sharing grows, you
grow, and the organization grows as well.”
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FRONTLINERS
Swiber Brunei Supports Worthwhile Causes

Sanjay and his beautiful family; His wife Dr. Seema and children
Seerat and Sachit dressed to the nines and for a family chillout
at Ferrari World.

Sanjay hails from the famed state of Goa in India. Coming from a middle
class family his parents were able to cater to his needs but the value of
hard work was instilled in him early in life. “Growing up, we were taught
to work for what we want to acquire and the most valuable inheritance
that I received was the education that my parents provided me with.”
Hence, he is also molding his children to learn the same values that
guided him throughout his rise to success. “Both my wife and I treat
our children as friends. We respect their individuality. We teach by
example and our children see both of us as persons who are very dedicated to our work and professions. The old adage ‘there is no shortcut
to success’ speaks volumes of the sacrifices, the perseverance, the hard
work that must be done in order to achieve your goal and we want our
children to understand that and we also want them to believe in themselves and their ability to succeed.”
Sanjay is a father of two; Seerat and Sachit. His daughter Seerat just
recently enrolled in medical school while his boy Sachit is still in middle
school. His wife Dr. Seema is a Pulmonologist and Senior Consultant in
Dubai. “I am hopeful that my family will be able to join me here in Singapore soon. It’s not easy for my wife to make the move because she
is very dedicated to her career and she aims to continue her practice
here.”
Sanjay has come farther than he had ever imagined but he is nowhere
near slowing down. “I’m in search of a goal with my wife. Hopefully
we will be able to work on our social responsibility and give back to our
community. I feel, the best contribution one can give is education. By
getting people educated, you are empowering them, giving them the capability to improve their lot and their families as well. As for my career, I
want to bring value to whatever position I have. A job is what you make
of it, it’s not what is in the job description.”

“The old adage ‘there is no
shortcut to success’ speaks
volumes of the sacrifices,
the perseverance, the hard
work that must be done in
order to achieve your goal
and we want our children to
understand that and we
also want them to
believe in themselves and
their ability to succeed.”

Langkah Sehat
Wheels and Heels 2011

by: Laurence Dotimas
IT Executive
Renowned for our active support of healthy lifestyle, Brunei
Swiberites participated in Brunei Shell’s “MD Langkah Sehat”
(Managing Director’s Towards Healthy Lifestyle Program) on
1st of July 2011. A widely participated annual event, this year’s
theme is “Wheels and Heels 2011.”
Organized by Brunei Shell Petroleum (BSP), it was a celebrated
tradition not only of renewing bonds but most importantly, a
reminder of the importance of good health in body and as well
as the mind.
The event was full of surprises as some participants wore fancy
costumes, others with their full running and cycling attire while
some went to extremes with Elvis Presley look and gorilla head
man. Everyone had a chance to freely mingle with partners
and clients alike which was a welcome relief from the stresses
of everyday life.

All participants were given a rubber wrist band with an
inscription of “Everybody Goes Home Safe” a safety motto of
Brunei Shell Petroleum.
Forty five Swiberites joined this year’s event. Spearheaded by
our Director of Corporate Affair Brunei Hj Mohd Bayzuie
together with KSB Project Manager Mr. Malcolm Meherji and
HSE Manager Mr. Premkumar Dhanabal.
The day ended with the awarding of the winner in the running
event. But for us Swiberites, the main thing is that we’ve
sweated it out and enjoyed the morning breeze while realizing
our policy of CAUSE NO HARM to ourselves through a healthy
mind body.
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HSBC’s Charity Walk Run Cycle Event

by: Hjh. Norhayati
HSE

Top photo from Left:
Swiberites Prem Kumar, Errol C.Penaflor
and Macarthur Goh get
ready for 45km cycling

Last May 22, Swiber team joined HSBC Brunei’s charity event. This was such a big event
and so much hype was created leading to the
day itself. The numbers were overwhelming
as despite the rainy weather, more than 1,000
participants turned up to join the 45km cycle
and 8km walk run.

Brunei’s Recycle Bag Drive

A Bag’s Life

by: Grace Chin
HR Administrator
Swiber Brunei held a Recyle bag Drive at Soon Lee Department Store,
Pandan 7 in cooperation with the management of Soon Lee Department
Store on 9 July 2011.

Beach Cleaning with the Beach Bunch

by: Manny Dale Manuel
Cost Control and Reporting Engr.
Last July 03, 2011, Swiberites and some of their family members participated in beach cleaning activity organized by the British High Commission. The event took place in Muara Beach where different companies
sent their own representatives in support of this worthy cause.
Beach cleaning is the first step towards its beautification and keeping it
free from potential hazards and litter. Not only that, it also enabled the
participants to do our share of recycling as all litter made of non-biodegradable materials were separated from the rest.
The activity promoted unity and team work with other people/company
and taught a valuable lesson especially to our children on the value of
taking good care of our natural resources. We also learned that the
fish that often ingest the pollution from the beaches can cause biological
magnification within the food chain.
A raffle draw was held after the cleaning activity and eight lucky Swiberites won London towels. As for Swiber Brunei this is just the beginning
of the beach cleaning campaign because we are committed to help and
support these worthwhile projects in the future.
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Led by our Corporate Affairs Director Hj Mohd Bayzuie, Swiber distributed
300 recycle bags to lucky shoppers. This Environmental Conservation
Project is part of our Company’s Healthy Life Style program with the main
aim of encouraging and fostering environment friendly work practices and
raising awareness for the public on environmental impact through
education and behavioural change.
Apart from distributing the green bags, we also played educational
videos about the care of our environment at the entrance of the
department store. A short questionnaire was also posted for the shoppers to answer and win a special prize.

From the top: a} Shoppers trying to answer the quiz
b) Mohd Bayzuie presenting the
prize to the winner of the quiz
c-d) Swiber staff assisting in packing using the Swiber recycle bag
e)Ever ready to lend their helping hands, our Swiber
Brunei team is also ever ready with
their picture perfect smiles

The Construction Fleet
Derrick Crane Vessel

Towing Tug

Derrick Pipelay Barge

Utility Vessel

1.
2.

ouR FLEET
OF VESSELS

3.
4.
5.
6.

Swiber is equipped with an extensive, young fleet
of vessels comprising of construction vessels,
marine vessels, and diving support vessels. This
allows Swiber the capability to provide enhanced
efficiencies, competitive pricing and on-time
project delivery to its customers.

Magnificent (3,000 MT)
Swiber Kaizen4000 (4,000 ST)*

Swiber PJW3000 (3,000 MT)
Swiber Resolute (1,100 MT)
Aziz (500 MT)
1MAS-300

Pipelay Barge
7.
8.

Swiber Conquest
Swiber Concorde

Dive Accommodation Work Barge
9. Swiber Victorious
10. Kreuz Glorious
11. Kreuz Supporter

We will continue to invest in new and
technologically sophisticated marine assets to
strengthen our service capability in the offshore
industry. Looking ahead, we will continue to
expand our fleet size to match demand for our
offshore services.

The Support Fleet

Dive Support Work Vessel
12. Swiber Atlantis (DP2)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Swiber Raven
Swiber Charlton
Swiber 99
Swiber Carina

Cargo / Flat Top Barge
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Swiber 123
Swiber 255
Swiber 282
Swiber 283
Kreuz 231
Kreuz 232
Kreuz 241
Kreuz 281
Kreuz 282
Kreuz 283
Kreuz 284
Newcruz 331
Newcruz 332

Submersible Floatover Launch
Barge

AHT/AHTS
18. Swiber Explorer
19. Swiber Navigator
20. Vallianz Hope
21. Swiber Bhanwar
22. Swiber Singapore
23. Swiber Gallant
24. Swiber Valiant
25. Swiber Lina
26. Swiber Anna
27. Swiber Ada
28. Swiber Torunn
29. Swiber Sandefjord
30. Swiber Oslo
31. Swiwar Challenger
32. Swiwar Venturer
33. Swiwar Victor
34. Swiber Trader
35. Swiber Else-Marie
36. Swiber Anne-Christine
37. Swiwar Surya
38. Swiber Mary-Ann

13. Holmen Arctic
14. Holmen Pacific*
15. Holmen Atlantic*

*to be delivered

Magnificent

Resolute

1MAS300

Swiber PJW3000

Aziz

Swiber Atlantis

Swiber Victorious

Kreuz Supporter

Swiber Surya

Swiber Bhanwar

Swiber Mary Ann

Vallianz Hope

Swiber Concorde

Swiber Conquest

Kreuz Glorious

Holmen Arctic

Swiber Else-Marie

Swiber Anne-Christine

Swiber Ada

Swiber Torunn

LEANERS DIGEST

CSI:
The 6S Rollout

Left: Fernando is sharing their
standards in their zone

Top: Kelly during the 2S Training
at Gemba, IBP Level 4 – Zone 1

Top: Ms. Zhong Hui in the
newly sorted NSE library

Below: NSE’s thorough implementation of 6S unearthed this dinosaur fossil. It was placed in the red
tag area for further research.

Left: CSI ‘s Nat Ong atop a
truckload of reycled paper

by: Victoria Lo
CSI Facilitator
Left: Adrienne auditing PAPE

Since June 28, 2011, the CSI team with the guidance of
Gemba consultants has been all over Swiber-IBP and
NSE-Tuas, equipping the different Zone and Team Leaders
with the right knowledge and skills to lead the
implementation of 6S in their places of work.
“Not suitable for offices,” “Painful, troublesome,
irritating, silly, not necessary, waste of time” – these are just
a few of the reactions that were received at the
beginning of the process. Introducing these simple steps
namely - Sort, Straighten, Sweep, Standardize, Sustain and
Safety - was not an easy feat. It involved a lot of sweat,
hard work, team work and encountering different levels of
resistance. Not easy, but definitely not impossible.

Right: Alex Quek describing ideas
of standards in their zones

Before

Right: 3S Training for IBP Level 4,
Zone 2 and 4, Yenna sharing her
thoughts on “What is Clean?”

-

NSE has sold 120,000 kilograms of metal scrap worth
SGD 130,000
IBP has sold 4046 kilograms of paper and earned SGD 611
IBP Level 4 alone has red-tagged 399 pieces of used
empty files worth SGD 1,396.50
IBP has archived 1,135 boxes containing over 5000 files

Top: Before and after photos of the mail room.

L and R: They might have done the hokey pokey when they were young but not
when these photos were taken. Instead,
our CSI facilitators are in the midst of
teaching 4S and 5S.

After 6S more than 40 trainings, about a hundred audits,
and two months of hard work, Swiber has finally set the
foundation and is now ready to take the next step towards
becoming a Lean company.
To date, 6S implementation has yielded the following results:

After

Before

Below: Victoria demonstrates
one way to standardize files.

After

Left: Before and after photos of
the mechanical workshop. After
the stuff were cleared, the workers
have space to do their work inside
instead of moving out in the sun.
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Swiberites talk about their 6S experience.
“After what we have done with 1S, 2S and now
3S, we have recycled a lot of things and we
found out that a lot of things are not necessary
for us to have. After doing all the auditing, we
found out that there are a lot of waste of stationeries and the likes. By doing all these, we
saved a lot of time, a lot of money and we can
recycle a lot of things”
Hazlinda
OER – Receptionist
Team Leader – IBP Level 2 Zone 1

“OD have a lot of corporate materials in
our office and we keep on planning to
organize it but since everyone is always
swamped with their own tasks, we
seldom get around to actually doing it until
another event, another batch of materials
come along to add to the mounting
inventory. With 6S, keeping clean and
organized is part of our job so we had to
do it. And now we are happy that we did.”
Yenna
SCS - Training Executive
Team Leader, IBP Level 4 – Zone 4

“ It was bit tough because we
were all used to working the
same way, so when CSI and
6S came in, it gave us a lot of
ways on how we can work,
it’s definitely improving. “
Alvin
NSE – Production Manager
Zone Leader, NSE Office –
Zone 2

“Personally, it has benefited me
in the sense that I’m pretty much
organized now. Initially my table
was quite messy, now you can see
around, it looks neat. I feel proud
to call this as my place, my office.
It has put things in order.”
Siddesh
SOC – Proposals Manager
Zone Leader – IBP Level 4 Zone 1

“6S eliminated unnecessary movement in my
workstation,
through
visual control”
Gary
SOC
–
Structural
Draughtsman
Zone Member, IBP Level
2 – Zone 2

“At first it was a lot of pain clearing out
our things because procurement has a
lot of brochures, flyers, catalogues and
documents but we are happy with the
result. After implementing 6S, there
was a lot of standardization and labelling so we now know where things are.
Wasted efforts will be eliminated and
in the long run, it will also build teamwork becuase we do things together
and we improve together.”
Alex
SOM – Procurement Manager
Zone Leader, IBP Level 3 – Zone 3
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“At first, I didn’t know about the socalled 6S, I am only aware of the 5S.
Which I thought was only applicable to
manufacturing workplaces. But after
the first rollout of the 6S here in Swiber, it is only then that I recognized that
it is also applicable to office settings as
well. “
Froilan
SOC – Structural Draughtsman
Zone Member, IBP Level 2 – Zone 2

“I thought it’s a good program.
We had to do everything
together like a family. “
Fernando
NSE – Foreman
Zone Leader – NSE Steel Workshop.

“6S is really beneficial, not only for
me but for all. As you can see on
my table, frankly speaking, it’s now
clean and organized. By having
organized processes and organized
work, we can complete projects
efficiently, productively and successfully. Everyone will be happy. “
Donnabelle
SOC – Planning & Control Engineer
Team Leader – IBP Level 4 Zone 1

“After doing the activity, my workshop is
very clean and tidy. Every morning when I
see it, I feel so happy and contented and
my workers, feel very happy too! Before,
when MOM (Ministry of Manpower) come
to the yard, we have to hurry and put everything in order. It takes a long time to get
it ready. But after 6S implementation, if we
have audits or visits, I only need less than 5
minutes to get everything clean and tidy.”
Tin
NSE –Foreman
Zone Leader – NSE Steel Workshop

CSI
TRAININGS
Starting last May,
four different kinds
of CSI trainings and
workshops were
conducted in Swiber.

Lean Leadership
Workshop

Jan 28, June 9, Aug 3

Kaizen Event:

Tracking Equipment and Materials
for Projects
July 27 - 29, Aug 1-2, 2011

We embarked on our first Kaizen Project with an
11-member team coming from SOC Projects, Newcruz
Procurement & Accounting and NSE Logistics. After
going through the principles of some of the Lean Tools
such as: 7 Wastes, JIT, Standard Work, Visual Management, etc. they were able to use these in mapping out
the cross-functional systems and processes that are
currently in place. Gaps and wastes were clearly identified and as a result, 32 tasks were identified that will
resolve all these problems. As of this month, 14 tasks
were completed, 6 are in progress, 10 are pending and
2 were cancelled; but the Project Owners are confident
that they will be able to make there agreed upon completion dates.

Kaizen
Event

VSM
VSM is the Lean process of
making waste and the flow of
value highly visible to everyone
through a detailed visualization of the process flow of a
particular product or service.
The current state is drawn from
observation and data gathering
of the actual processes at the
workplace

A Kaizen Project is a breakthrough workshop – planned, organized
and facilitated to challenge and enable a cross-functional team of
five – ten members to design or improve the designated process.
Team members immediately apply what they learn about Lean to
solve problems. Changes are dramatic. Analysis, brainstorming and
targeted actions deliver operational performance breakthroughs.
The event requires significant preparation and focuses on improving material flow, information flow, and process quality. Follow-up
actions secures implementation and locks in gains through standard
work.

3 - 5 days training

Key Benefits:
To date, 39 Senior Management (from Singapore, and
overseas offices) and 47
managers and supervisors
have undergone this course.

Objectives of this
Exercise:

TL / GL

Team Leader / Group Leader
Create a standard
tracking system that
will link the Shipyard to the Overseas
project location.

Streamline administrative
process of Procurement, Logistics and IT for this purpose.

Reduce expenses
related to transport of equipment
& materials upon
implementation
of new standard.

TL/GL aims to provide an in-depth understanding of the
Lean principles and its leadership requirements - through
a series of “hands - on” sessions designed to develop the
practical skills needed in sustaining the behaviors expected of a Lean Manager.

- Significant breakthrough change - accomplished
with measurable results
- Concentrated efforts by focused resources during
the 5-day event
- Cross-functional teamwork supports change to
build a culture of increased cooperation
- Lean capability development through training and
practice supports continuous improvement
- Bottlenecks are relieved to help increase product
output
- Improved quality and efficient standard processes
yield consistent results
- Events show the organization that radical change is
possible – so they embrace change

5 days
training
8 days
training

Lean
Leadership

This session aims to introduce
the lean philosophy and its
leadership paradigms - so that
managers can lead effective
change in their teams

1 day training

The Buzz about Words
I came across an article lamenting the increasing use of management or business speak and pointing out how these words
don’t help communication but rather makes the message harder for the listener to grasp. Instead of getting enlightened, it
produces a communication bypass and people more often than
not, walk away scratching their heads.
So what exactly does business speak mean and how are they
used? The online dictionary defines this as a word or phrase,
often sounding authoritative or technical, that is a vogue term
in a particular profession, field of study, popular culture, etc.
Fascinated, I started researching about this topic and realized
that they have been littering our everyday communication in
epic proportions. Take for example our resume, how many of
you has the words “team player, multi-tasker, and detail-oriented” liberally mashed in with the rest of your skills? Sounds
familiar? Don’t forget the self-starter and bottom line - oriented! True, these “power words” invoke a positive feeling to
the reader but more than setting it apart from that of the rest
of the world’s, it would seem that concrete examples of your
achievements would more than do the trick.
In a BBC business news, a study showed how corporate jargon
“isolates” staff. “The workforce feel inadequate when wordy
terms were needlessly used and they didn’t understand it.”
One of the examples cited was “blue-sky thinking” which sup-

posedly means idealistic or visionary ideas - not always with
practical application. While it definitely sounds poetic, it probably is as useless as a patch of blue sky especially when what
everyone needs is a practical solution to a problem.
Imagine sitting in a meeting and in the midst of your boss’ monologue, he said “you always have to think outside the box”. For
semi-claustrophobics like me, I would immediately conjure up
an image of the room turning into a box and the cover suddenly
slamming into place which, obviously has absolutely nothing to
do with what the boss actually meant. If the boss announced
that all of you in the team should have a “joined-up thinking
and think out of the box” does it mean that box is going to be
crowded with everyone inside trying to “think out of the box?”
When the boss adds “going forward” wouldn’t it be technically
impossible? Yes, because all of you are still inside that hated
box! This is just me with my literal mind stretched to the full
with buzzwords.
So many articles take a jab at corporate jargon that these buzzwords are seen as hackneyed and cliches. They may not be all
bad depending on where and how often it is being used. Look
at the examples of buzzwords below and judge for yourself.
- Rizza Echarri

Examples of Buzzwords that we can’t escape
BUZZWORD
Out of the box

To think creatively.

Shoot an email

To send an email

Paradigm shift

How much do you know about
buzzwords?
If someone gives you a “bird’s
eye view” of the situation or
problem, does that mean you
will have to look at it while
flapping?

MEANING

Touch Base

A change in methodology or practice. It
often refers to a major change in thinking
and planning, which ultimately changes
the way projects are implemented.
To establish communication with someone.
To check in periodically.

28

Going forward

From this point on..

Deliverables

Something that has to be done by a certain date to be verified by another party

Synergy

Two things working together
to form a greater whole

Push the envelope

Going outside normal boundaries to
achieve target or goal

An in person meeting or speaking face to face

Brain dump

To tell everything you know
about a particular topic

Sync - up

The sharing of information between to or
more people

Drilling down

To get into the details of a plan

Apples to apples

Comparing things that are really quite
the same

Core competency

A specific factor that a business sees as being central to the way it, or its employees
work

Roadmap

The plan

360-degree thinking Looking at an issue from all angles

Wholistic cradle to
grave approach
pg

MEANING

Face time

Grab the bull by the To face and tackle a difficulty without shirkhorns
ing

SWYBER

BUZZWORD

To assess and monitor a subject or object
for the entire period from birth to death

At the end of the day Another way of saying “in the end” or
“ultimately”
Gain traction

To gain momentum or acceptance

It is what it is

A phrase used to instill a sense
of acceptance in a situation.

De Langen, P. The Buzz about Words HRM, p.16,17,18,19
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These words were played in the Swiber TV beside the lift.
Links to view the videos are sent in your emails every week.
How well do you know them? Brush up on your CSI vocabulary!

Swiber Corporate Services

Newcruz Offshore Marine

Ho Kit Theng Jerrica
Assistant Manager, HR

Lai Si Jin, Stella
Chartering Executive

Bong Ming Enn, Daniel
Senior Manager,
Strategic Planning

Jul - Aug 2011
Newcruz International

Ho Sze Hui
Procurement Assistant
Raymond Tan Kee Meng
Graduate Trainee

Chan Jing An, Lynnette
Legal Executive

Wong Rouwen
Procurement Assistant

Alminar Diane Gladys Paguia
Administrative Assistant

Swiber Offshore Construction

New
Swiberites

Tan Yit Ling Cindy
Technical Buyer
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DOWN
1
3
5
7

Japanese term which means “the actual place”
change for the better
Mistake-proofing
Tag on items to designate their status

ACROSS

2 Japanese term for Sort
4 Signboard / billboard
5 Concept of how thinking must proceed to
create continuous improvement
6 Levelling or technique of achieving even output
flow by coordinated sequencing in small batches
8 Arranging all necessary items in such a way
as to maximize economy of movement
9 Relentlessly eliminating wastes
from all activities and processes

First to email correct answers will win $30 Popular bookstore voucher.
Email your answer to echarri.rizza@swiber.com
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SHOT OF THE MONTH

The Reinvention of the Toolbox the NSE Way

The 6S process enabled the shipyard workers to arrange their tools in such a way that they
can spot what they need and see if something is missing at a glance but these guys took
it up a notch by fabricating this “board” and putting wheels on it to make it mobile. Well
done guys!
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